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IN WINE, WE FIND LIFE

In wine we seek truth, craft and the passion of discovery.  
In life, we seek to build a community connected by a love for 
wine and wine culture. We are Maze Row Wine Merchant. 
We inspire a culture of fine wine discovery, a life that talks of 
people and their sense of place, of truth, craft and endeavor. 
An enriching journey, encompassing heritage, terroir, culture 
and philosophy. Through our curation of wines, stories and 
immersive experiences, we share the best of life with the 
adventurers, the bon vivants, the passionate connoisseurs. 

With premier vineyards on Mount Etna’s 
northern slopes, Tornatore makes wines of 

grace and depth from native varieties.



Everything here is based on sharing 
and it can get boisterous,” explains 
William Simons, the general manager 

and wine director of Albi, one of Washington, 
DC’s hottest restaurants. “There’s a lot of bold 
color. There are various textures. There’s an 
intensity of flavors. And the music is relatively 
loud; we’re playing everything from Le Tigre 
and Jay-Z to Thievery Corporation and Arabic 
hip hop.”

Simons is describing the food and intoxi-
cating atmosphere at the Levantine restaurant 
that was praised as one of America’s best new 
restaurants by Esquire and the Robb Report in 
2020. But he might as well have been talking 
about the restaurant’s wine program.

While the bottles Simons offers are serious, 
his list is irreverent, packed with quips, bad puns, 
and obscure references to songs, books, and 
films. The “Smoky Reds” section — filled mostly 
with low-octane Syrah — includes a picture of 
Smokey Bear. The section that’s dedicated to 
classic reds — think lushly textured, single-vine-
yard Pinot Noir from Littorai and Jean-Marc & 
Hugues Pavelot — pays homage to “The God-
father,” because, well, it’s also a classic.

The list also reveals Simons’ obsession with 
wine history

As one example, the Beaujolais selection edu-
cates diners about Philip the Bold, the 14th cen-
tury Duke who banned Gamay from its birthplace 
of Burgundy in an edict that criticized the grape 
as “a very bad and disloyal variety.” As another, 
his Châteauneuf-du-Pape selection is printed 
alongside a brief lesson on the Western Schism.

“Sure, maybe only one out of every 50 peo-
ple who opens the wine list actually reads it,” 
Simons acknowledges, “but they might get a 
kick out of it.”

The presence of so much Beaujolais and 
Châteauneuf-du-Pape makes sense. While the 
wines are dramatically different — translucent 
and easygoing versus inky black and brooding 
— the ideal expressions of both are rustic and 
mineral-driven, packed with concentrated, sappy 
fruit. They thus pair well with the diverse palette 
of Albi’s flavors.

The chef, Michael Rafidi, opened Albi (“my 
heart”) to showcase and share the food he 
grew up eating with his Palestinian grandfa-
ther and Jordanian grandmother. Many dishes 
are cooked over a wood-fired grill; it’s hard to 
imagine the embered mushroom hummus or 
the barbecued, cinnamon-and-honey-touched 
lamb kebobs without it.

A successful wine program satisfies virtu-
ally every customer but also acknowledges the 
importance — if not supremacy — of the food. 
Simons’ selections, while eclectic, are all chosen 
to match the cuisine that the chef is preparing.

Take the Savagnin from Yetti & the Kokonut, 
the South Australian producer that has become 
a darling among natural wine enthusiasts. Or the 
Pinot Grigio from Jermann, the Friulian producer 
that proves, year after year, that the grape is a 
worthy relative of Pinot Noir.

The common theme among both? Screaming 
acid that can stand up to virtually every dish.

Or consider the wines from Lopez de Heredia 
and La Rioja Alta. Traditionally paired with tapas, 

Rioja is a perfect accompaniment to the sőfra 
(“feast”) one might sign up for at Albi.

One can’t discuss Albi’s wine program with-
out paying tribute to the wines from Château 
Musar, the famous Lebanese winery that’s 
approaching its 100th birthday. Albi carries 
more than a dozen different bottlings from the 
iconic producer, ranging from the entry level, 
current-release white to a red blend of Cabernet 
Sauvignon, Carignan, and Cinsault from 1974.

“The last thing I want to do is build a list that 
is all one thing,” Simons explains, “and with 
the chef’s style of cooking, there’s no need to. 
There are so many layers and nuances to each 
dish — some louder, some quieter — that we 
can approach each from a hundred different 
directions.”

Albi’s list offers about 300 bottles, so diners 
can explore the Levant, roam through the world 
of natural wine, or go in just about any other 
direction while there. In talking to Simons, it’s 
obvious that he loves playing the role of wine 
evangelist, eager to share his palate, prefer-
ences, and discoveries with guests.

“One of the things that’s really liberating 
about the restaurant,” Simons continues, “is that 
virtually no one walks in with a preconceived 
notion of what they should drink with the type 
of food we serve. This frees us to put together 
a list based solely on how each wine interacts 
with the menu.”

Alternative dining options to explore:  
Zahav and Aziza.

“
Chef Michael Rafidi opened Albi to share 
the food of his Palestinian and Jordanian 
childhood, while wine director William 
Simons’ eclectic program chimes with the 
bold colors and textures of the cuisine
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With organic practices and principled winemaking, 
winemaker Barbara Widmer at Brancaia is crafting 

some of Tuscany’s boldest wines.



hello@mazerow.com
1-888-222-3380
Facebook Instagram @mazerowwines


